CCAR-129 Operations Specifications
HQ Control: 01/01/17
HQ Revision: 001

A0001. Issuance and Applicability

a. These operations specifications are issued to AIRLINE GEOSKY LLC , which shall
hereafter be referred to as the foreign air carrier. The foreign air carrier’s
addresses:
ARBOSHIKI STR 2, ISANI SAMGORI DISTRICT. TBILISI,GEORGIA
The foreign air carrier is the holder of the following:
Name of the Certificates
OR Permits

This Operations
Specifications

Number

GEL-F-001-XB

Period of Validity

Permanent

State of the Operator
Air Operator Certificate
089
FROM
TILL

24.07.2019
24.07.2021

b. The holder of these operations specifications is hereby authorized to conduct
All cargo Operations in the People’s Republic of China (PRC) pursuant to its
air operator certificate (AOC) and its associated operations specifications, and
pursuant to Chinese Civil Aviation Regulations (CCAR) Part 129 and any other
applicable laws, regulations, and orders of the PRC.
c. The foreign air carrier shall use the business name as below in its operations
in the PRC.
Airline "GEO SKY"
d. The foreign air carrier shall conduct each operation within the PRC in
accordance with the specific authorizations, limitations, and procedures
contained in these operations specifications.
e. The foreign air carrier shall not conduct operation within the PRC if its AOC is
invalid.
f. The foreign air carrier shall not use the services of a pilot in command, nor
shall any person act as a pilot in command, in any of the following operations
under the authority of these operations specifications, if that person has
reached his/her 65th birthday:
(1) Scheduled international air transportation carrying passengers in multiengine airplanes having MTOW of more than 5,700kg;
(2) Nonscheduled international air transportation in multi-engine airplanes
having a passenger-seat configuration of more than 30 seats, excluding each
crewmember seat; or in multi-engine airplanes having a payload capacity of more
than 3,400kg;
(3) All cargo international air transportation in multi-engine airplanes having a
payload capacity of more than 3,400kg.
g. Each flight crewmember used by the foreign air carrier shall hold current
certificate(s) or license(s), showing that person’s ability to perform duties
connected with operating that aircraft, for all operations authorized by these
operations specifications.
h. Each maintenance personnel signing the maintenance release shall hold current
license(s), showing that person’s ability to perform duties.
i. The foreign air carrier shall report when
(1) Ownership is changed;
(2) AOC is renewed;

(3) Stations (Regular Airports) listed in C0070 of these Operations
Specifications cease operations;
(4) Other information requested by the CAAC.

1. Issued by CAAC Northwest Regional Administration.
2. These Operations Specifications are approved by direction of CAAC.
3. Principal Inspector:

4. This paragraph is effective from 05/21/20
Amendment Number: 1
5. I hereby accept and receive the Operations Specifications in this paragraph.
Personnel Designated:
Date: 21 May 2020

